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TOMATIC EXAKTA VX 

recognized as the pace-setter in the field of photographic achieve
the Automatic Exakta VX with its single-lens reflex system continues 

new frontiers. Here is a precision instrument that embodies auto
features Exakta owners and other photographers have longed for, 

ut have felt were still on the drawing boards, if, indeed, they were even 
possible. Yes, the Automatic VX is years ahead of its time, bringing Exakta 
Photography to the near perfection that means true versatility and effort
less operation. The Automatic VX incorporates the fully automatic pre-set 
diaphragm lens, a refinement eagerly awaited and of tremendous signifi
cance. Among other valuable body refinements, the Exakta VX includes: a 
shutter lock designed to prevent accidental exposure; improved film 
advance, shutter cocking and exposure-counting mechan isms; a completely 
new rewind mechanism for easier film rewinding; and an improved shutter 
design that permits exposures to be made with waist-level viewfinder' 
sides in the folded position. In addition, the Automatic VX retains all of 
the long-treasured Exakta features such as: built-in synchronization for 
both regular and electronic flash; lens interchangeability, including the 
priceless Penta Prism eye-level finder, the Split-image Rangefinder and the 
Magnear lens-viewfind.er; coupled film transport and shutter cocking; 
has the most accurate focal plane shutter; has a range of 29 speed settings 
from 1/ 1000 of a second to 12 seconds, plus bulb and time; built-in knife; 
provision to permit intentional double exposures. 
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THE AUTOMATIC LENSES 
The design and production of the fully automatic, pre-set diaphragm lens will contribute more 
to the field of 35-mm. photography than any other single advancement in the past 20 years. 
Recognizing the Exakta camera as a perfect camera for such a lens-diaphragm development, 
all German lens manufacturers combined their efforts with those of Exakta engineers to create 
this history-making innovation. Now, for the first time, the oper-ation of closing the lens to the 
desired aperture after focus ing IS combined with the re lease of the shutter in a single 
simultaneous motion-the simple pressure of one button! This means the Exakta is faster, more 
effitient and more . F.ive fully automatic lenses are available. 

ISS BIOTAR F/2.0 LENS 
MATle DIAPHRAGM 

We are proud to the new Zeiss Biotar 58-mm. f / 2.0 in a New Mount with 
Automatic Dia most outstanding feature of this new lens is that it incor-
porates the latest in Automatic Diaphragm design! The Automat ic Carl 
Zeiss Biotar lens is by a clutch-control. sweeping lever wh ich opens the 
diaphragm to its widest aperture (f / 2.0). A single pressure on the release button closes 
the lens down automatically to the pre-selected aperture and trips the shutter. In 
addition to the automatic feature, the Biotar can also be operated manually. Another 
outstanding feature of this lens is the half stops, which are provided between the 
regular diaphragm stops (which' makes this lens most desirable for color work), The 
diaphragm stops aref / 2.0, 2.8, 4, 5.6, 8, 11, and 16. The focusing mount has a dual 
sca le with calibrations in feet and meters - footage is engraved in red; the meter 
sca le in black. The focusing range is from approximately IV2 feet to 50 feet and 
infinity. An engraved depth of field scale is also provided showing at a glance tile 
area which will be in sharp focus. 

This new Zeiss Biotar f/ 2.0 lens is truly an event in 35-mm. photography, because it . 
was the Biotar wh ich played a great part in ushering in the era of really fast lenses 
for 35-mm. cameras. It can truly be classed as one of the major advances of the last 
30 years. The Biotar is a coated, six-e lement lens which possesses a high degree of 
symmetry. It is corrected for spherical and chromatic aberration with an unusual 
balance between the axial chromatic and spherical aberration with regard to wave 
length. It is free of most optical imperfections, coma and astigmatism. The Automatic 
Carl Zeiss Biotar f/ 2.0 lens is available with' the Exakta VX Camera with Penta Prism 
and Rangefinder at $392.00, or alone at $162.80. 
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NEW STEINHEIL AUTO-QUINON F /1.9 LENS 

WITH AUTOMATIC DIAPHRAGM. 

Exakta is pleased to introduce the new f/ L9, 55·mm. 
Auto-Quinon with fully automatic diaphragm, a com
pletely new, fast objective made by C. A. Steinheil 
Optical Works, Germany. The optical system is the 
first of its type, and the mount is a marvel of design. 
Developed on the principle of the Gauss lens, this 
anastigmat lens consists of six-elements, two of which 
are cemented together. A very high correction is 
achieved because of an unusual type of refractive 
optical glass applied for the first time. Outstanding 
performance, 'highest possible definition and perfectly 
balanced contrast is assured for both color and black 
and white photography. 

The iris of the Auto-Qu.inon is always open at its widest 
(f/ 1.9) aperture, and closes down automatically to the 
pre·set opening when the shutter is snapped. Re·opens 
automatically to full open ing. The automatic ' control 
system is contained in a vert ical gear·operated trans
mission lever which operates a trigger device. Th is 
devi e simultaneously releases the shutter. There is 
also, a setting on the lens for manual operation. There 
are eight diaphragm stops, f/ 1.9, 2.8, 4, 5.6, 8, 11, 
16, and 22. The lens focuses from 1.35 feet to in
finity. A depth of fie ld scale is engraved on the mount. 
The Auto-Quinon is available with the Exakta VX and 
Penta Prism and Split-image Rangefinder for $398.70, 
or alone at $169.50. 
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MORE AUTOMATIC LENSES 

AUTOMATIC XENON 
1/1.9, 50-mm. 

In th is triumph of design, Jos. Schneider & 
Company, Kreuznach , Germany, has created a 
six-element lens truly worthy of the Automatic 
Exakta VX. Here is high speed and needle
sharp definition in a 50-mm. lens-a combination 
that wi ll broaden the scope of your photography 
in either dim light or brill iant sunsh ine .. . with 
black and wh ite or color fi lm. The Automatic 
Xenon is one of the finest automatic, preset 
diaphragm lenses. It is available with the 
Automatic VX with Penta Prism and Split-image 
Rangefinder for $398.70. 

AUTOMATIC WESTAGON 
1/2_0,50·mm_ 

The Automatic Westagon, produced by the 
renowned German lensmaker, Isco-Gottingen, is 
designed for versatile use- in general, action or 
dim-light photography. This six-e lement lens 
combines spe.ed, sharpness and beauty. It has the 
normal focal length of 50-mm. and a maximum 
apert~ re of f /2.0. This added speed means so 
much when the light is dim. It is available with 
the Exakta VX with the Penta Prism and Split
image Rangefinder for $336.50. 

AUTOMATIC WESTANAR 
1/2.8, 50-mm_ 

For the photographer seeking to utilize the new 
automatic lens developments, here is an ex
cellen.t standard lens that combines critical 
sharpness with quality and .speed. Also produced 
by the famed Isco-Gottingen factory, the Westanar 
is a fou r-element lens of 50-mm. focal length 
with a maximum aperture of f/ 2.8 - speed to 
spare in all general and specialized photography. 
It is avai lable with the Exakta VX with the Penta 
Prism and Split-image Rangefinder for $296.50. 

If you are the owner of an Exakta now.- you can 
add to your equipment by purchasing one of the 
above Automatic lenses at the fol.lowing prices. 

f / 1.9, 50mm. Schneider Xenon fully automatic lens$169.50 
.f / 2.0 , 50mm . Isco Westagon fully automatic lens .... 110.00 
f.2.8, 50mm. Isco Westanar fully automatic lens.. .... 69.50 
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Flt.9, 7S-MM 

MEYER PRIMOPLAN 

Of all the lenses for the Exakta that bear the name of 
Meyer, the f 11.9, 75-mm_ Primoplan is one of the most 
valued by Exakta photographers_ 

An example of optical engineering at its finest, the 
lens performs with marked dependability under adverse 
lighting conditions_ Whether a deep-hued view at twi
light or a lyric scene photographed in the rosy softness 
of the eastern sky at dawn, the Primoplan is unexcelled_ 
Similarly, you will often see it in use at the circus, in 
the theatre, at night baseball games and boxing events 
and other situations of restricted I ighting_ 

Combined with today's extra-fast films, the lens is per
fectly suited for dimly lit photographic -situations of 
all kinds. 

The Primoplan is a highly corrected lens which is 
especially coated to reduce glare and reflection. It has 
a pre-set diaphragm mechanism, focuses from 3.3 feet 
to .infinity, stops down to f/ 22, and meets the highest 
corrections for color and black and white photography. 

$135. 

SPEED LENSES 

Flt.S, 7S-MM. ZEISS BIOTAR 

Press photographers, those most glamorized yet real
istic professionals, always make sure that their equip
ment is the best possible and is exactly right for the 
purpose at hand. Wtren, as so often happens split sec
onds count, as in the course of editorial or news pho· 
tography, lens speed frequently makes the difference 
between getting the picture and not getting it. That, 
of course, is why so many alert photographers who use 
the Exakta in their work have equipped it with a lens 
literally capable of the fastest speed possible: the 
f/ 1.5, 75·mm. Zeiss Biotar. This powerful coated ob· 
jective from the famed house of Carl Zeiss, Jena, 
focuses from 2.6 feet to infinity, and stops down to 
f/ 16. It has a pre·set diaphragm mechanism and satin 
chrome lens mount. You'll expand the versatility of 
your camera with the f/ 1.5, 75·mm. Carl Zeiss Biotat 
lens ................ .............. .. .. .... ............... ....... .. ....... . $216.50 
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THE F'2.8, 8S-MM 

STEINHEIL CULMINA 

Many experienced portrait photographers have long 
enjoyed the use of the 8S-mm., f / 2.8 Steinheil Culminar 
lens on the Exakta camera, for portraiture. With the 
standard 2-inch lens (SO-mm.), the photographer .is 
forced to work much too close to the subject in order 
to fill the film frame, thus even the most skilled pho
tographer could hardly avoid portrait distortion under 
such conditions. For instance, the subject's nose, be
ing nearest the camera, would appear abnormally large 
in comparison with the rest of the head. With the 
Steinheil Culminar however, you can stand back and 
fill the frame with the subject's head, while still 
getting accurate perspective and pleasing proportions. 

The creative photographer realizes that, at sUl:h an 
advantageQus distance from the subject, as provided 
with the Culminar, he avoids making the subject un
comfortable and self-conscious, resulting in a more 
relaxed , natural , expressive portrait, fully utilizing the 
remarkable possibilities of the Exakta. 

Because of its perfect qualifications for telephoto use, 
the 8S-mm. Steinheil Culminar also greatly increases 
the value and versatility of the Exakta .............. $69.50 
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AUTOMATIC EXA 

The renowned Exa is automatic! Combining the 50-mm., f / 2.8 fully automatic Isco 
Westanar with the Penta Prism eye-level viewfinder, this truly" modern camera offers 
any camera fan all he seeks in perfection of photographic results and the ultimate in 
simplicity of operation. Designed as a streamlined version of the famous Exakta, 
embodying only the essentials required ·for fine photography, the Exa meets the need 
for a second camera, a Sunday cam,era that can be put into pocket or purse - or for 
a treasured gift. Its small size (measuring only 5" x 3 '12" x 2") belies its precision 
and versatility. Its shutter is accurate and the cocking action is coupled with the 
film advance. There is built-in synchronization for both electronic and regular flash. 
In addition, a trigger-like lever permits fingertip exposure settings. The Exa lens 
and viewfinder mounts are of identical design with those 'of the Exakta so that most 
of 'the equipment for both can be used interchangeably. 

Automatic Exa with 50-mm., f / 2,8 fully automatic Isco Westariar and ' Penta 
Prism Viewfinder with Split-image Rangefinder. ......... ........................................ $165.00 
Exa with 50-mm., f/2.8 Is co Westar and waist-level finder................................ 85.00 
Exa with 50-mm., f/ 3.5 Zeiss Tessar and waist-level finder................................ 109.50 
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STEINHEIL CASSARON 

WIDE ANGLE LENS 

The Steinheil Cassaron Wide Angle Lens is a major 
achievement of optical mathematicians, and a testi
monial to the determination of Steinheil to create a 
"triplet-type" wide angle lens worthy of Exakta's 
potentialities. 
Steinheil, years ago, decided to produce the finest 
possible wide angle lens for the Exakta, combining 
the widest scope with an f / 3.5 speed. They in
structed their optical mathematicians to devise a 
triplet lens with a large picture-taking angle. Despite 
the common belief that a wide angle lens of this 
type was impossible (because the terms "triplet 
lens" and "wide angle lens" were traditionally 
mutually exclusive), Steinheil, through the correct 
formulae and glass mixtures achieved their goal. 
They created the .Cassaron, ihe lens which was 
thought impossible to make. 
A distinctly superior wide angle, befitting the 
stringent requirements of the Exakta, the Cassaron 
has a picture taking angle of 57°, and like all 
Steinheil lenses, is fully coated and color cor
rected, enhancing its unusual light-transmission 
qualities. $54.50. 

WIDE ANGLE LENSES 
Wide angle lenses are essential for taking pictures in narrow quarters as in galleries, 
museums, and staterooms aboard trains and ships. They are also used for landscape photog· 
raphy where a broad field of view is required, and for architectural photography; in fact, a 
wide angle lens must be used wherever the photographer is faced with the problem of 
taking pictures of interiors or large groups, where the distance from the subject to camera 
is restricted because of the lack of space to move backwards. 

M. CARL ZEISS TESSAR 

WIDE ANGLE LENS 

The Zeiss Tessar Wide Angle Lens is one of the 
most useful of the family of lenses stamped with 
the world-famous name of Zeiss. Having a 57 ° angle 
of view, this lens focuses from 21/2 feet to infinity 
and stops down to f/ 22. It is highly corrected for 
color and black and white, and maintains edge
to-edge sharpness at full aperture. This four-ele
ment, coated objective is handsomely finished in 
chrome mount, which imparts a fitting air of exclu
siveness and fineness to the Wide Angle Tessar 
that is so perfectely mated with the Exakta. $85. 

YOUR DEALER WILL GLADLY 
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STEINHEIL QUINAR TELEPHOTO LENSES 

Steinheil has introduced an important photographic 
first: a 200-mm. focal length lens with preset dia
phragm, the Quinar f/ 4.5. This is the first telephoto 
lens with a preset diaphragm in this focal length. The 
preset feature is invaluable in single-lens reflex pho
tography of rapid, action shots. Following on the heels 
of the enthusiastically received 135-mm., f/2.8 Quinar, 
this lens will prove particularly valuable to photogra
phers of distant subjects such as stadium sports and 
wild life. The 135-mm., f/ 2.8 Quinar, also a fast lens, 
has been an important aid in color, bird, and nature 
photography. Both lenses are coated and possess a five
element system. The metal mounts are highly satin 
finished and are equipped with tripod sockets. 

f/ 2.8, 135-mm. Steinheil Quinar ........................ $149.50 

f/4.5, 200-mm. Steinheil Quinar... ..................... 149.50 

---~~Jf-II---
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THE 2~ x 2~-INCH EX.AKTA && 

The Exakta 66 has achieved a high measure of recognition among professional and amateur 
photographers. This wide acceptance is indicated by the fact that the "66" is in constant use 
throughout the world on professional, editorial , advertising, fashion, and similar assignments. 
Be it fashion salons in Paris, bazaars in Bombay, or on New York's Fifth Avenue, you can be sure 
the "66" is clicking away with consistently brilliant results. 

The Exakta 66 is a single-lens reflex camera in which all focusing and viewing take place in 
the waist-level viewfinder. You see a sparkling, upright and enlarged image on the ground glass. 
There is no guesswork,- no parallax, no complicated procedures. This folding viewfinder is 
also equipped with a built-in magnifier for critical focusing, or if its front window is opened, 
can be used as an eye-level, sports finder. The viewfinder assembly is designed to accept a 
split-image rangefinder; by pressing a button, the unit can be removed for cleaning and inspection. 

The "66" is equipped with the famous f / 2.a Carl Zeiss Tessar aO-mm. lens with preset diaphragm 
mechanism, which focuses from 3 feet to infinity, and stops down to f/ 22 . It incorporates the 
unique Exakta feature of an extremely wide range of shutter speed settings, from 1/ 1000 of a 
second to 12 seconds. The shutter settings are 1/ 1000, 1/ 500, 1/ 250, 1/ 150, 1/ 100, 1/ 50, 
1/ 25, 1/ 5 and 1/ 2 of a second and 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, a, 9, 11 and 12 seconds plus bulb and 
time. A built-in self-timer is also provided so that the photographer can include himself in 
the picture. The self-timer works with fast and slow speeds. 

YOUR DEALER WILL GLADLY SHOW THIS EQUIPMENT TO YOU 
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Utilizing the popular 120 rollfilm, the "66" , 
takes 12 pictures, 2'-14 x 2'-14 inches in size 
(6 x 6 cm.), in color and black and white. Wind
ing the film automatically cocks the shutter 
making it possible to take picture after picture 
with great rapidity. Built into the back of the 
camera body is a clever indicator that reveals 
when the first frame is in a picture-taking 
position. The fi lm transport mechanism locks 
until the exposure has been made. After the 
exposure, the film can only be advanced to the 
next frame. The half turn needed to move the 
film also cocks the shutter and operates the 

. exposure counter. The shutter release is posi
tioned on the right side of the camera and has 
a safety lock to prevent un intentional double 
exposures. However, double exposures can be 
made when desired. 
The "66" has been designed so that lenses can 

. in a matter of seconds. A var i-
lenses are available now . . . 

wide angle lenses ranging 
from 56 to 400·mm. available. Since 
you always view through the p'Ie·'eUl.!;;:""''',!; 
no special viewfinders or attachmen 
witn any lens on the :'66, " be it a telephoto, I 
angle, standard or high speed. 
Close-up photography with the "66" is simple. By 
attaching a bellows extension or a set of exten
sion tubes, you can do wonderful close-up photog· 
raphy. Additional viewfinders are not necessary 
as the object to be photographed is viewed con· 
tinuously in the incomparable Exakta viewfinder 
right up to the moment of exposure. 
The Exakta 66 is fully synchronized for regular 
and electronic flash. A single socket on the left, 
top side of the camera is used for both types of 
flash . An adjustable scale permits the ti 
delay to be altered with the 0·20 millisecond 
ran ge. 
The back of the cam ra is removable and can 
be 10cked..wHh a swinging lever. An indentation 
ioJhe \jack affords a fingerhold for grasping and 
steadying the camera. 
Compactly designed for easy handl ing, the "66" 
is almost square in shape, measuring 51/2 inches 
high, 4V2 inches deep and 41/2 inches wide 
(without lens). All important operat ing mechan
is'ms are located on the right side of the body. 
Other features include a film-notes device, loops 
for neckstraps and tripod sockets on both the 
bottom and side. 
Exakta 66 (2V4 x 2%) with f 12.8, 80-mm. 

Zeiss Tessar lens, T·coated, with 
preset diaphragm ........ ...... .. .... ....... .. .. . $319.50 

Leather carrying case ...... ................. ..... 19.50 
"Flashgun (B.C. Capacitor) ......... .. ,.... .. ...... 15.50 
f/ 3.5, 135-mm. Hugo Meyer Goerlitz 

Primotar Telephoto lens .............. .. .... 99.50 
f/ 3.5, 180-mm. Hugo Meyer Goerlitz 

Primotar Telephoto lens .................... 149.50 
f/ 5.5, 400-mm. Hugo Meyer Goerlitz 

Tele-Megor Telephoto lens ................ .. 199_50 
Bellows Extension .. .......... ... ... ................ 89.50 
Set' of Ihagee Extension Tubes with 

Adapters ........ ......... ... .......................... 46.00 



FOCUSING 

CANT ADVANCE IN THE RANGE AND 
lITY OF EXAKTA PHOTOGRAPHY 

For years have acknowledged that the 3S-mm. Exakta 's range and 
versatility by itself. It is indisputably the most versatile camera in 
the world. nuous Focusing extends the Exakta's range and versatility to a 
fresh frontier. attached to the camera, the unit provides an incredible range 
of focus - from nity to 9 inches - without adding or interchanging equipment. 
With one lens bellows, you can take both telephoto and hyperclose-up pictures. 
With the same setup, you can take ordinary scenes, portraits without distortion, life
size pictures. The unit illustrated here consists of an extension bellows (single car
riage) and a special short-length coated Steinheil lOS-mm. f / 4.S lens with click stops. 
The extension bellows (single carriage) is priced at $32.50 and the Steinheil lens with 
adapter at $31.50. If purchased together, the combination is priced at $59.50 complete. 

A double carriage bellows extension is also available at $57.50. The Steinheil fj4.S 
lOS·mm. can be used with it. This lens is priced at $31 .50. If purchased together, 
however, the combination is priced at only $84.50 complete. 

We are also offering the extension bellows with the magnificent 400·mm., tlS.S Meyer 
Tele·Megor lens. With this combination, most photographic necessities from hyper· 
close-up photography and macrophotography to long-distance photography (telepho· 
tography) is covered. With the 400·mm. Tele-Megor, you can optically reach out and 
bring otherwise indiscernible subjects to your film. 

Continuous Focusing Assembly for close-ups at a distance consisting of bellows exten
sion (double carriage) with tlS.S, 400-mm. coated Hugo Meyer Goerlitz Tele-Megor 
lens ................................ ..................................... . ......... .. ................ ........... $250.00 

YOUR DEALER WILL GLADLY SHOW THIS EQUIPMENT TO YOU 
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THE MAGNEAR 

Next to exposing, focusing and 
picture taking. When it comes to sc 
precision counts, proper focusing m 
good picture. 

S-VIEWFINDER 

e most important components of 
photography, where every bit of 
a decisive factor in getting a 

Magnifiers for ground 'glass focusing are usually inexpensive and therefore are 
not always satisfactory for the photographer. On the theory that nothing could 
magnify the ground glass image as well as a photographic objective-the same 
one which is used for picture taking.,.- Ihagee perfected a viewfinder on which any 
of the Exakta lenses can be used. The result, the Magnear lens-Viewfinder! 

Ever since its introduction, which came as a complete surprise to the photographic 
world, the sensational Magnear lens.-Viewfinder has been opening up vast new 
horizons of scientific photography for Exakta users the world over. The amazing 
Magnear utilizes the picture-taking properties of lenses made for t~e Exakta
which result in some of the finest photographs made, year in , year out-for view
ing and focusing. The Exakt-a 's outstanding optical system, so excellent for 
picture-taking, naturally results in superior focusing. 

Magnear with ground glass ........ ............................ .... ..... .... ........................... $21.00 
Magnear (ground glass) with 50mm, f 13.5 Zeiss Tessar. ....... ........ ............... ... 59.50 
Focusing Glass with center spot and hairline ............ .. ............................. ...... :IS.00 
Zeiss Tellup Telescopic Magnifier (additional 15x magnification)... ....... .......... 18.0D 

YOUR DEALER WILL GLADLY SHOW THIS EQUIPMENT TO YOU 
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THE VERSAL, A NEW IHAGEE UNIT 

The Versa I assembly is a completely new and versatile series of related accessories for the 
Exakta. The idea for this unit was conceived by Exakta owners themselves, and was the result 
of their asking for more efficient bellows than those which were standard at that time. While 
working to produce a precision bellows unit for Exakta owners, Ihagee engineers immediately 
saw an opportunity to broaden the frontiers of Exakta photography to I imitless horizons ... 
they visual ized at once the Versal , which would furnish everything necessary for and between 
telephoto photography and photomicrography in one compact unit of accessories. 

The Versal permits the Exakta photographer to travel into space and at the same time, penetrate 
the mysteries of the infinitesimal, It is amazing, but nevertheless true, that when using the 
Versal the Exakta photographer sees himself as an explorer, laboratory scientist, naturalist, 
or engineer. There are no limits to the practical application ofthe Versal ; the assembly can 
be used separately or in many varied combinations with the Exakta. 

Baseboard·post arrangement Sliding rail arrangement for vertical· 
used for copying books. documents Baseboard·post arrangement and format pictures and for making stereo 

A. 

or other materials bellows for making magnified copies (three·dlmenslOnal) shots 

c. 

VERSAL ASSEMBLY (AND PARTS) 

Baseboard Metal Post Arrangement 
Sliding Arm with Calibrated Sca le ............ .. ..... . 
Bellows Extension ........... . . .... .. ........ ..... ... . 
Rotating Angle Bracket Assembly .. . 
Transparency Copying Attachment... ..... . 

*Ringfor altat: hing camera lens to Tran sparency Copying Attachment 
Light·trap Tube for Photomicrography .... 

50.00 
30.00 
35.00 
20.00 
35.00 
3.50 
7.50 

Versal Assembly Complete Outfit... .. .. .... .......... . .. $181.00 
'Spec ify lens when ord erin g 

The Versa I Assembly can be purchased as a complete outfit or in individual parts . 

YOUR DEALER WILL GLADLY SHOW THIS EQUIPMENT TO YOU 
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FOR EXAKTA OWNERS 

F. 

Special duplicating setup for making copies of color and black-and-white transparencies 

Baseboard-post and 
bellows setup for photomicrography Bellows-rack unit for hyperclose-up photography and portralture_ 

E. 

Each precision-made accessory in the Versal assem
bly can be used separately or in many varied combi
nations with the Exakta for laboratory, medical, 
dental and other scientjfic photography, for indus
trial photography and other professional purposes. 
The Versa I assembly consists of a wooden baseboard
metal post arrangement, a bellows-rack unit, and a 
special duplicating unit. The baseboard-post arrange
ment has many uses, such as for copying books and 
documents (with or without the bellows , see pictures 
A and B), stereography (sliding rail unit permits the 
camera to be moved sideways as much as 430 mm., 
see picture C) and photomicrography (with the aid 
of the bellows-rack unit and light trap, see picture 
0) . In photomicrography, the versatility of the bel
lows-rack unit makes it possible to change the scale 
of enlargement instantly by adjusting the bellows. 
The bellows-rack unit can be used alone or on a 
tripod with the Exakta for taking hyperclose-up pic
tures (see picture E). The bellows permits a con
tinuous extension of from 35 to 220 mm. and has a 
measuring scale marked for every 20 mm. A special· 
unit for duplicating black-and-white and color trans
parencies (see picture F) is used with th@ bellows
rack unit. 

Another interesting feature of the Versal bellows 
assembly is that lenses of 50-mm. focal length are 
now available in special mount which permits pic
ture taking at infinity as well as from closer dis
tances with bellows. This is a feature of the Versal 
Bellows which is non-existent on bellows of other 
makes. (Information about this newest feature is 
available upon request). 

It is also interesting to note that .., ith the Versa I 
bellows attached, .the camera can be hand held for 
fast speed shots whenever the occasion arises. If 
more extension is required, extension tubes may 
be added between the lens and the front part of the 
bellows. 

Versa I owners will find photomicrography exciting 
and full of pleasure. The world of the infinitesimal is 
as wide and interesting as the plan ~t we live on. 
One look into a microscope will convince you that 
nature spent much more care to produce beautiful 
patterns of the small world in living and inanimate 
subjects than the world we see with t.he naked eye. 
For those who would like to go into the subject of 
photomicrography, we recommend the outstanding 
Research Microscope. (See page 18 ) 
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An important optical 
microscopes, and will 
lenses for photography. 
inventory of microscopes 
ingly, we are in the position 
Research Microscope, design 
physicians, research workers, 

The highest care, minute consi 
microscope a triumph in 
and construction, it can only 
nearly twice the price. Each mi 
or mechanical defects by Exakta 

up the production of 
to the construction of 

us to offer the remaining 
scientific users. Accord

s price, the top-quality 
Is, colleges, schools, 

s. 

rigid specifications make this 
For dependability, performance 
to microscopes which sell for 

doubly guaranteed against optical 
Co. and the manufacturer. 

The Precision Research Microscope has a triple revolving dustproof nosepiece 
turret. It is equipped with three achromatic objectives lOx, 50x, and lOOx oil 
immersion, and three Huyghenian eyepieces, 5x, lOx, and l2x. It has a gradu
ated square mechanical stage, abbe condenser with diaphragm light control, 
and adjustments for coarse and fine control. Furnished with hardwood carry-
ing case, drawers and handle .... .. .. .......................... ............ .. .. .......... ........ .. $300 

YOUR DEALER WILL GLADLY SHOW THIS EQUIPMENT TO YOU 
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THE 

Imported, precision-made copy and lighting unit. Ideal for use in the • home • laboratory • office 
• class room· library. The CopyMat conveniently facilitates the copying of drawings, photographs, books 
'and documents, as well as the taking of macrophotographs (photographs of small objects, e.g., coins, 
;jewelry, biological specimens and machine parts). The CopyMat was designed according to the principles 
'of the optical bench by outstanding specialists in the field of miniature photography and is the product 
of the latest achievements in engineering and photography. 

BASE-A solid diecast metal base (1) covered by 8lhxl3·inch opaque plyboard provides a rigid foundation,' 
essential for copying. On each side of the base are adjustable metal copy holders (2), with spring aligned 
setting knobs (3), which provide the most accurate position for the objects to be photographed. 

LIGHTING SYSTEM- Four bulbs, two on each side, furnish proper illumination for the subject. The bulbs 
are recessed below two cylindrically curved, adjustable reflectors (4) with silvered inside surfaces. The 
lighting system is divided in two individual sections. Each of the sections of the lighting system is set 
on a "T" shape master arm of duraluminum (5). By means of two setting levers (6), these arms can be 
rotated and are adjustable to any position from 45 ' to 90° . By loosening the ·wing·nut (7) the lighting 
sections can also be raised or lowered on the duraluminum arms in monorail fashion. The CopyMat's 
unique arrangement is your assurance of maximum light efficiency for all copying contingencies . 

• 
CAMERA SYSTEM- Two 22" high, rigid-parallel steel pillars (8) are set into the horizontal diecast base. 
The camera is attached to an elevator (9) and can be set at any height. To facilitate calculation of the 
desired proportion of the copy, a scale calibrated in millimeters (10), is situated between the pillars. At 
any time, should it be necessary to duplicate copy work in exactly the same size, the elevator is simply 
adjusted to the previous scale setting. The camera can be adjusted to any horizontal or diagonal positiOn 
on anyone of five individual camera retaining openings which work in conjunction with two guide posts 
(II) that firmly support the camera and hold it firmly in the desired position. A holder (12) for filters and 
supplementary lenses swings in and out of position on a pendulum base. This permits the instantaneous 
change of filters which the operator can select depending upon film used and work to be accomplished. 
Color enthusiasts will find this unit very useful. CopyMat, optical bench system copystand, Model!. $97.50 

YOUR DEAL.ER WILL GLADLY SHOW T}-llS EQUIPMENT TO YOU 
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Exakta owners, who enjoy the unequalled plea
sures of Exakta's wonderful single-lens reflex 
system, that eliminates parallax and records on 
film exactly what is seen in the viewfinder, are 
now able to know the supreme photographic per
fections possible with the Split-image Range
finder. 

The Spl it-image Rangefinder was designed by 
Zeiss to fit the Penta Prism eye-level finder, one 
of the devices that make the Exakta so unique 
among cameras. The Rangefinder provides Exakta 
users with a swift, reliable and convenient 
method of focusing. It features a condenser lens 
and ground glass cqmbination that in a few 
seconds can replace the ordinary ground glass 
of the Penta Prism (above, left). An ingenious 
spring arrangement makes the removal of one 
and the insertion of the other as easy as click
ing a shutter. The split-image itself originates in 
two half-circle lenses located in the center of 
the ground glass of the finder. 

You focus ,on either a vertical or a horizontal line 
in the composition of the subject, as desired; 
then observe the two halves of the image in the 
center circle. If the lens is improperly focused, 
the two halves of the image are out of line (see 
left part of photo above), and the image seen on 
the ground glass is fuzzy. If the lens is properly 
focused, the two halves are in line and the 
ground glass image is sharp (see right part of 
photo above). Correct focus depe~ds on the Jin
mg up ,of the two half-images, rather than on 
the sharpness of the images, alone. 

An important piece of equipment"especially in 
~dverse light, the Split-image Rangefinder is 
Intended to serve' largely as a rapid, convenient 
focusing device, saving time and effort. Th~ 
smallest aperture at which the finder can be 
foc~sed is f! 5.6. The Split-image Rangefinder is 
available alone at $35.00, or complete with 
Penta Prism at $85_00_ 

YOUR DEALER WILL GLADLY SHOW THIS EQUIPMENT TO YOU 
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Exakta. These lenses are available in focal 
lengths varying from 300-mm. (12 inches) to 
800-mm. (32 inches). 

Unexcelled for reliability, the Tewe lenses for 
the Exakta have created unsurpassed optical 
standards to meet the varied conditions of 
weather, atmosphere and general climate in 
every quarter of the earth: To facilitate ease 
in handling, the Tewe lenses are of minimum 
weight. The Tewe lenses for the Exakta are 
recommended for long-distance photography: 
nature life picture-taking of birds, animals and 
the like; mountain photography, telephotogra
phy, crime detection, surveying, engineering 
aod other purposes. 

300~mm ., f / 3.S Telagon .... .... .. .. .... .......... $360.00 
400-mm., f / 4.S Telagon ...................... .. .. 360.00 
SOO-mm., f/S.O Telagon .................... .. .... 450.00 
600-mm., f /S.O Telon .............................. 565.00 
800-mm., f / 6.3 Telon ...... .. ........ .............. 750.00 

TECHNICAL DATA: angle 
of view 

focusing smallest overall lel1gth 
from diaphragm stop inc I. sunshade 

300-mm., f / 3.S Telagon 8° 10 feet to info 22 17 inches 

400-mm., f / 4.S Telagon 6° IS feet to info 22 20 inches 

SOO-mm., f /S.O Telagon So 23 feet to info 32 26 inches 

600-mm., f /S .O Telon 4° 40 feet to info 32 28 inches 

800-mm., f /6.3 Telon 3° 67 feet to info 44 38 inches 

weight 

S% Ibs. 

7lbs. 

11 Ibs. 3 oz. 

11lbs. 

141bs. 4 oz. 

YOUR DEALER WILL GLADLY SHOW THIS EQUIPMENT TO YOU 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

EXAKTA ACCESSORIES 

Th, d;ff","" bot"''' th' ;'"" (,f~s.l, ph,t,· 
graph and the ordinary or unsucces~ful pi9ture often 
lies in the correct use of the prOpe[ acc~ssory. The 
right device frequently makes phot(j~raphy of even 
the most difficult subject a simple and 1de)'ightful expe
rience. Below are described and illustrated various 
accessories designed especially for the Exakta ... and 
especially designed to multiply the pleasures of pic· 
ture·taking. Your Exakta dealer will be glad to demon· 
strate them for you. 

1: DUST CAP. 
An essential accessory that protects the internal mech· 
anism, shutter curtain and mirror of your camera from 
dust and small particles, whenever lens is removed 
from camera .................................... ... ..................... $1.50 

2. 2-IN-1 ADAPTER. 
When other extension tubes and adapter rings cannot 
provide the necessary 5-mm. extension for close-ups, 
the 2-in-l Adapter does the job. It incorporates the 
lens mount on one side and the camera mount on the 
other, as a single unit with a 5-mm. extension in 
between . . ........................................... $10 

3. CASSETTE. 
Created for Exakta VX cameras only, cassettes for 
loading with bulk film provide owners with multiple 
advantages. 'Safety from scratches and savings on bulk 
film are of major importance. An estimated 75% sav
ings can be made on black-and-white film; on color 
film, 50% ................................................................ $5.10 

4. EYEPIECE FOR PENTA PRISM. 
Devised for spectacle wearers, it eliminates disturbing 
side reflections that occur when the Penta Prism view
finder is used. Lens ground to owner's prescription 
may be inserted, eliminating the need for glasses 
when focusing.... .. .............................................. $3.50 

5. REWIND LEVER_ 
For Exakta I, II and V only. Enables rapid rewinding 
after exposure ........................................................ $2 

6_ GIANT RELEASE KNOB. 
Insures easy, steady, non-shake shutter release. Can 
be used on all 35-mm. Exakta models .................. $1.25 

7. METAL NECKSTRAP. 
Of flexible metal, is designed to make camera carrying 
easy and comfortable. It also facilitates picture tak
ing. Handsomely finished, the strap is an attractive 
accessory that adds comforl, pride and efficiency to 
your endeavors ............................................ ...$3.50 

YOUR DEALER WILL GLADLY 

SHOW THIS EQUIPMENT TO YOU 
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EDIXA CAMERAS 

Since introducing the Edixa 
Stereo camera to Exakta owners, 
we are happy to report that the 
famous camera manufacturer in 
Wiesbaden, Germany, has become 
one of the dominant producers 
of stereo cameras. There are now 
three models of Edixa Stereo 
cameras, all precision instru
ments which contain essential 
features netessary to get won
derful, lifelike color, three-di
mensional pictures. Their rapid, 
easy operation will give you con
fidence and better pictures. You 
can learn to operate them in an 
instant, and, because they are 
uncompl icated, you can concen
trate on your pictures to make 
every shot a hit. Here are the 
details of the three Edixa Stereo 
Cameras: 

Model lilA - Edixa Rangefinder Stereo with Built-in Exposure Meter_ This is, without question, the most 
modern stereo camera available, combining the ability to produce sparkling 3-dimensional masterpieces 
with the ease and efficiency of operation that a built-in rangetinder and accurate exposure meter can 
afford. It}as two matched f / 3.5 Cassar color corrected lenses, mounted in Prontor-SVS shutters with 
speeds from one full second to 1/300th of a second, including bulb and a self timer. Other fea.tures 
include: built-in flash synchronization and rapid winding lever; double exposure prevention; self-cocking 
lever; cab.le and· iripod sockets and many others. Superbly finished in glistening satin chrome and rich 
black morocco leather. ............................................................................................................................... $99.50 

Model IIA - 'Edixa Rangefinder Stereo Camera. This magnificent camera combines a coupled rangefinder 
with fully automatic features. It has two matched Steinheil 113.5' lenses in Coupled Pronto shutters, 
with speed setting~ of bulb, 1125th, 1150th, l / lOOth and 1/200th of a second. It also offers a self-timer, 
built-in flash, rapid Winding and self-cocking levers, double exposure prevention, cable and tripod 
sockets and a built-in shoe for accessories. Finished in black leather and satin chrome ...... ~ ............. $79.95 

Model IA - Edixa Stereo . Camera. Here is an efficient stereo camera that will produce "salon" 
3'dimensional qual'ity pictures at a popular price. Its two-matched 35-mm., f/3.5 Steinheil Cassar lenses 
assure you of crisp, sharp color stereo ·pairs with every exposure. The rapid winding lever transports 
the film, cocks the shutter. advances the film counter and prevents double exposures. You have a 
choice of speeds from 1I25th to IJ200th of a second with the coupled Varia shutters. Other features 
include: a body shutter release7 built-in flash; an accessory shoe for a rangefinder; ·and cable and tripod 
sockets. T~e Edixa Stereo Model IA is finishe'd in satin chrome and black morocco leather ............ $59_95 

YOUR DEALER WILL GLA'DLY SHOW THIS EQUIPMENT TO YOU 
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Exakta's famous Extension Tube Set can · 

sists of two adapters, giving 10·mm ex· 

tension, and three tubes- 5-mm, 15-mm, 

and 30·mm long. This makes it possible 

to have all extensions ranging from 

10·mm to 60·mm ...................... .... . $24.00 

ADAPTERS 
EXTENSION TUBES 

Vastly popular with physicians, scientists, 
laboratory workers, industrial users and hob
byists, the 35-mm. Exakta is fast becoming 
a mainstay of photomicrography everywhere. 

The Exakta's moderately·priced adapters elim
inate the need for expensive special equip· 
ment in the photographing of what cannot 
be seen with the naked eye. 

Another important economy lies in the use 
'of 35-mm. film, both black·and·white and 
color. Where convenience and accuracy are 
desired , the Exakta's long time exposure is 
also a factor. 

Ihagee offers photomicrographists a choice 
of two adapters for attachment to micro· 
scopes, usable with all 35-mm. Exakta models. 
The adaoters link the camera to the micro· 
scope with alight·tight shield and position 
the film plane of the camera at the proper dis· 
tance from the eye·piece of the instrument. 

Model I is a hinged adapter with two exten
sion tubes. The hinged clamp permits the 
camera to be tilted to one side when not 
being used, without being removed from the 
microscope. 

Model II is a two·piece pressure·type adapter, 
with two extension tubes. Top and bottom . 
parts can be separated immediately, when it 
is desired to remove the camera quickly and 
easily from the microscope tube. 

Model I .... . ...................... $29.50 

Model II ... ................. ................... 36.50 

YOUR DEALER WILL GLADLY SHOW THIS EQUIPMENT TO YOU 
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B. c. 

Because of its 
efficiency and economy 
capacitor) flashgun has 
photographers. The Exa 
use with this camera, as 

Using a special long-life 
three years without repl 
flashes. It provides 
film . Compactly pn,,;np,>rpri 
hardly larger than a KIII~-~ll~U 
gun can be slipped into your 
midget-size, bayonet-tip bulbs, ' 
safe, direct bulb ejector. 

portability, 
. C. (battery 

with knowing 
igned precisely for 

C. Flashgun wi II last two or 
the power for hundreds of 

wasting flash bulbs and 
designed, with a battery case 

rettes, the Exakta B. C. Flash
. The mighty little flashgun uses 
expensive type of all. Features 

In addition to the battery and its me casing, the Exakta B. C. flash 
unit features a polished reflector designed to bathe the subject in 
balanced, maximum I ight; a flashgun bracket for attaching to camera; a 
special, pronged cord; outlet for extension flash . 

For situations where the subject is more than 12 feet away, ami additional 
lighting is required, a flash extension unit is available. The Exakta 
Extension Flash is provided with a reflector and approved connecting cord. 
No special batteries are needed. The Exakta Extension Flash simply plugs 
into the battery case of the Flashgun. It provides the balanced, controlled 
lighting that distinguishes pictures with the true professional touch. 

Exakta B. C. Flashgun .... .............. ................. ............ ......... ................ .. $15.50 
Extension Flash Unit. ......................... .... .............................................. 6.95 

YOUR DEALER WILL GLADLY SHOW THIS EQUIPMENT TO YOU 
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EXAKTA PRICE LIST 
AUTOMATlC* EXAKTA VX, 35MM. SINGLE-LENS REFLEX CAMERA WITH PENTA PRISM EYE-LEVEL' 

VIEWFINDER AND AUTOMATIC SPLIT-IMAGE RANGEFINDER 

* with f / 2.0, S8-mm. Zeiss Biotar, coated, fully automatic lens.. .. .................... . 
Price 

392.00' 
398.70' 
336.S0* 
296.50' 
450.00' 
356.S0' 
416.S0' 
326.S0' 
286.50' 

* with f / 1.9, SO-mm. Schneider Xenon, coated, fully automatic lens ..................... .. * with f/2.0, SO-mm. Westagon, coated, fully automatic lens ................. . * with f / 2.8, SO-mm. westanar, coated, fully automatic lens ........................................... . 
with f / 1.S, 7S-mm. Zeiss-Biotar lens, T-coated, with pre-set diaphragm ................................ . 
with f / 1.9, 7S-mm. Hugo Meyer Goerlitz P'rimoplan lens, V-coated, with pre-set diaphragm .. 
with f/1.S, SO-mm. Angenieux type S21 lens, coated, with pre-set diaphragm .. 
with f / 2.8, SO-mm. Zeiss Tessar lens, T-coated, with pre-set diaphragm .... .. 
with f / 3.S, SO-mm . Zeiss Tessar lens, T-coated, with standard diaphragm ...... . 
Leather eveready carrying case for Exakta VX with SO-mm. and 58-mm. lenses 
Leather eveready carrying case for Exakta VX ' with 7S-mm. lens .......... . 
Waist-level reflex viewfinder .......................................... . 
Leather case for waist-level viewfinder or Penta Prism viewfinder .. 

VIEWFINDER ACCESSORIES 

12.00 
15 .00 
20.00 
3.00 

Penta Prism eye-level prismatic viewfinder with split-image rangefinder... 8S.00' 
Penta Prism eye-level prismatic viewfinder.................... ............................... .................... SO.OO' 
Split-image rangefinder glass only (to fit Penta Prism Finder).... ................................ ..... 35.00' 
Eyepiece ior Penta Prism viewfinder.. . 3.S0 
Waist-level reflex viewfinder ........ ................................. 20.00 
Leather case for Penta Prism viewfinder or waist-level reflex viewfinder ............................... 3.00 

AUTOMATIC LENSES, COATED 
f / 1.9, 50-mm. Schneider Xenon, fully automatic lens ... 
f / 2.0, 50-mm. Westagon, fully automatic lens ...... 
f / 2.8, 50·mm. Westanar, fully automatic lens 

HIGH SPEED LENSES, COATED 
f / 1.5, 50·mm. Angeni€ux Type S21, pre·set diaphragm ........................ .. 
f / 1.5, 75-mm. Zeiss Biotar, pre·set diaphragm ...................... .. 
f / 1.9, 7S-mm. Hugo Meyer Goerlitz Primoplan, pre-set diaphragm .......................... .. . 
f / 1.8, 90'mm. Angenieux Type PI 

WIDE-ANGLE LENSES, COATED 
f / 3.5, 28·mm. Angenieux Retrofoeus Type R11 
f / 2.S, 3S-mm. Angenieux Retrofocus Type Rl 
f / 4.5, 40-mm Zeiss Tessar ............................................. . 
f / 4.5, 40·mm Hugo Meyer Goerlitz Helioplan ............................. .. 
f / 3.5, 40·mm. Steinheil Cassaron 

TELEPHOTO LENSES, COATED 
f / 2.8, 85·mm. Steinheil Culminar . 
f / 1.8, 90·mm Angenieux Type Pi .................... . 
f / 2.5, 90·mm. Angenieux Type Yl .................. . 
f / 2.8, 100·mm. Hugo Meyer Goerlitz Trioplan ..................... . 
f / 2.5, 135·mm. Angenieux Type P2 ........................................ .. 
f / 2.8, 135-mm. Steinheil Quinar, pre-set diaphragm 

Price 
120.00 
99.50 
8S.00 
54.50 
54.50 

Price 
69.S0 

149 .. 50 
94.50 
75.00 

179.50 

f / 3.5, 135·mm. Angenieux Type Y2 ................................................................ .. 
149.S0 
89.50 
85.00 
69 .50 

f / 4.0, 135 mm. Zeiss Triotar, pre-set diaphragm ............................. .. 
f / 4.5, 135-mm. Steinheil Culminar ... ........... .. ................ . 
f/4.5,200·mm. Steinheil Quinar, pre·set diaphragm ................. .. 
f / 4.5, 180·mm. Angenieux Type P21 
1/ 5.5, 150·mm. Hugo Meyer Goerlitz Tele-Megor ... 
1/ 5.S, 180-mm. Hugo Meyer Gearlitz Tele-Megor 
1/ 5.5,250·mm. Hugo Meyer Goerlitz Tele-Megor 
1/ 5.5, 400-mm. Hugo Meyer Goerlitz Tele·Megor .................... .. 
1/ 3.5,300·mm. TV Fernlinse Telagon ......................................................... . 
1/ 4.S, 400-mm. TV Fernlinse Telagon .... . ...................................... . 
f / S.O, SOO-mm. TV Fernlinse Telagon 
f / S.0,600-mm. TV Fernlinse Telon 
f / 6.3,800·mni. TV Fernlinse Telon 

COPYSTAND OPTICAL BENCH SYSTEM 
Copy Mat, optical bench system' copystand, complete with accessories 

Model I .................. .. . .. 
Model 2 .. 

VERSAL ASSEMBLY (AND PARTS) 
Baseboard Metal Postal Arrangement ..................... .. 

149.50 
96.00 
55.95 
82.95 

132.15 
199.50 
360.00 
360.00 

... 450.00 

... 565.00 
.......... 750.00 

Sliding Arm with Calibrated Scale ..................... .. .......................... .. ......... . 
Bellows Extension ......... .................... .. ......................... . 
Rotating Angle Bracket Assembly. .. ...................... .. 
Transparency Copying Attachment.. . 

'*Ring lor attaching camera lens to Transparency Copying Attachment 
Light-trap Tube for Photomicrography .................................................. . 

Versal Assembly Complete Outfit ............... . 
BELLOWS EXTENSION APPARATUS 

Bellows extension lor Exakta (single carriage) .......... . 
Bellows extension for Exakta (double carriage).................. .. ................ .. 
Tripod Rack for use with single carriage ..................................................................................... . 
Leather carrying case lor either single or double carriage ........................................................ .. 
f/4.5, 105-mm. coated Steinheil lens, to fit single or double carriage bellows extension ...... .. 
f/4.S, 135-mm. coated Steinheil lens to lit single or double carriage bellows extension ...... .. 
Adapter for front part of 13S-mm. Steinheil Culminar so it can be used for bellows extensions 

'Prices Fair Traded "Specify lens when ordering 

169.50 
110.00 
69.50 

165.00 
216.50 
135.00 
149.50 

Leath 
Case 
6.95 
7.95 
7.95 
7.95 
7.95 
7.95 
7.95 
7.95 
7.95 

19.95 
7.95 
7.95 
7.95 

15.95 
19.9S 
29.95 
29.95 
39.95 
49.9S 
49.95 

97.50 
117.00 

50.00 
30.00 
3S.00 
20.00 
3S.00 
3.S0 
7.S0 

181.00 

32.50 
57.50 
16.S0 

S.95 
31.S0 
60.00 

6.00 
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EXAKTA PRICE LIST 

CONTINUOUS FOCUSING ASSEMBLY 
Bellows extension for Exakta (single carriage) with f / 4.5, 105-mm. coated Steinheil lens ... . 
Bellows extension for Exakta (double carriage) with f / 4.5, 105-mm. coated Steinheil lens .. . . 
Bellows extension for Exakta (double carriage) with f / 4.5, 135-mm. coated Schneider 

Xenar lens . ~ ............ ..... .. ............ ........ .. .. ... ............. .......................... .. ..... ....... .... ...... .... .... .... .... ... . 
Continuous Focusing Assembly for close-ups at a distance consisting of Bellows extension 

(double carriage) with f / 5.5, 400·mm . coated Hugo Meyer Goerlitz Tele-Megor lens .... .. . 
MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES 

Scientific waist·level reflex viewfinder for Exakta V and VX with speciaJ focusing glass: 
With ground glass with center cross ... ...... . ......... ....... ...... ..... . . 
With clear glass with center cross ........................................ ... ....... ... ..... .......... ..... . 
With ground glass with clear center spot and hairline center cross .. . 

Leather case for viewfinders ........ .......... .. ...... ....... ........................ . 
Special scientific focusing glasses for Penta Prism Viewfinder: 

59.50 
84.50 

120.00 

250.00 

29.50 
29 .50 
33.50 

3.00 

Ground glass with center cross.......... .................... ...... .. .... ....... .. 12.00 
Clear glass with center cross .......... .. ... . , ... " .. ........ ,', ... ,', .. ,', .. " ., .... ,.. .. .. ... ..... ........ 12.00 
Ground glass with clear center spot and hairline center cross.... .. .. .......... .. ...... 16.00 

Ihagee set of 3 extension tubes and 2 adapters.......................... .. ........ 24.00 
Ihagee Two-in-one adapter for extremely short extension ............................ ........ 10.00 
Ihagee Type I hinged microscope adapter, complete set, with 2 extension tubes...... ........ . 29.50 
Ihagee Type II two· piece pressure microscope adapter, with 2 extension tubes......... 36.00 
Camera Clamp- fastens to round or flat object for vertical or horizontal positioning....... 3.95 
"Elektra" Remote Control attachment, releases shutter at moment ,desired .. .. .............. 9.50 
Flashgun for Exakta, B.C. Capacitor ............................. .............. .... ........ .... .. ...... .. .. 15.50 
Safety Intermediate Plug, for use with other flashguns .. .. ...................... .. .... ...... .. .... ... 3.00 
Cable release ........ ................... .. ..... ...... .. .. .. .... .... .. ..................... .......... ........... .75 
Reflex focusing hood .. .. .......... :.. .. .... .................. ....................... ......................... 1.50 
Ihagee Rewind Lever (for Models I, II and V).......... . 2.00 
Ihagee Giant Release Knob (for all models)...... .. .. .. ............... 1.25 
Dust Cap, for Exakta Camera Body................ .. .......... .... .... .. .. .. .... 1.50 
Flexible metal neckstrap, chrome plated .................................. .............. ...... .. .. 3.50 
Exakta lens holding mount for enlargers .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .................. ................... .. .. .. .. .. ... 5.00 
S.W. Universal Cassette , permits use of 35-mm. bulk film.......... .. 5.70 
Pullin Prismatic Rangefinder, facilitates indoor flash photography.. 14.95 

SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC VIEWFINDER 
Magnear Viewfinder with regular ground glass .. . 
Focusing glass with center spot and hairline .......... . 
Magnear Viewfinder with regular ground glass and Zeiss Tessar 50-mm ., non pre-set f / 3.5 

coated lens for critical focusing .. ............. ..... .. ........ ...... . . 
Zeiss Tellup Telescopic Magnifier for additional magnification up to 15X ... 

RS, SUNSHADES, FILTERS 
Filter adapters:!: (screw·in ): 

Series V for 2.8 and 3.5 Tessar, 2.0 Xenon, 2.8 Trioplan (100-mm. )....... .. ... 
Series VI for 2.8 and 3.5 Tessar pre-set , 2.8 Westanar automatic , 1.9 Xenon automatic, 

4.5 Tessar. 4.5 Helioplan, 3.5 Cassaron. 2.8 Culminar. 2.5 Angenieux (Y·1), 
3.5 Angenieux (Y-2), 4.0 Triotar, 4.5 Culminar, 5.5 Tele-Megor (150-mm.), 
2.8 Westar, 2.0 Westagon automatic .......... .. ........................................ ...... .. .... .. .. 

Series VII for 1.5 and 1.8 Angenieux (S-21 and P-1), 1.9 Primoplan (58-mm . . and 75-mm.) 
2.0 Biotar pre-set, 2.8 Quinar, 5.5 Tele-Megor (250-mm .) 2.0 Biotar automatic, 
1.5 Biotar (75-mm.), 4.5 Quinar.. ............ ............ .. ...... .. .... .. .................. .. 

Series VIII for 2.5 Angenieux (R-1 and P-2) ........ .. .............. .. .... ...... .. .... ............ .. 
Series IX for 3.5 Angenieux (R-ll), 5.5 Tele-Megor (400-mm.) .. . 

SUNSHADES: (Must be used with filter adapter above) 
Series V .. .. ............................ .. 
Series VI .. . .. .................. ............ ................................................... . 
Series VII . .................... .. .... ... .. .. .......... .. ................................ . 
Series Viii ........................................ ....................................... ........ .... .. .... .. 
Series IX ... ....... .... ....... ..... .. .. ... ........ .. ... ..... ............................ .. ... ............... .... . 
Series VIII·WA- (Wide Angle) .. .. ............ .. .... .. .... ................ .... ........ .... .. 
Series IX-WA- (Wide Angle) .......... .. .. .. .. .. ...... ............................................... .. 

STEP-UP RINGS: 
Series V to VI ............... ............................... .. .......... ............ ................ .................. ..................... . 
Series VI to VII ...... ................ : ... ....... .. ... .... ..................... .. ................ , ................ .. ..................... . 
Series VII to VIII .................................................... .. .. .. ........ .......... ...... ........ .. ...... .... .. ...... .. ........ .. 
Series VIII to IX ........ .. .. .. .... ........ ...... ......................... : ....................... ~ .. .................................... . 

FILTERS: 
Series V .. .. ................................. ........................ ........... ..... ..... ... ... ........................ .. 
Series VI .. ' ............................. ... , ..................... ... ....... .. ............. .. ................ ............ .... .... . 
Series VII ............ ........................................ .......................... ... ............ .. ..... .... .. .. .. ..... .... .. ........... . 
Series VIII ........... ....... . ............ ... ........... , ................ .......................... .. ......... .... .... ......... .............. . 
Series IX .. , .......................................... .. .. ................................ ...... ..... ................. .. .................. .... . 

Zeiss Screw·in Filters for Tessar f / 3.5 and Tessar f / 2.8 pre-set lenses - available in orange, 
light green, medium green and dark green .......... .. .. ........ .. ................ .................. . 

(when sunshade is required, use 42-mm. standard slip-on type) 
FILTERSETS, 4 filters with screw-in adapter and sunshade : 

with genuine leather top-grain cowhide filter case 
Series V .. ..... ..... .......... .................................................. .......... .. ........ ...... ........ .......... .... .. .. .. .. ... , .. 
Series VI .... .... ......... ................................ ................ ........ ... ...... .... .. ............................................... . 
Series VII ...................... .... ............ ..... ......... ..................................... ....................................... .... . 

:j:Please specify lens when ordering adapter. 

TAX INCLUDED WHERE APPLICABLE 

21.00 
16.00 

59 .50 
18.00 

1.50 

2.40 

5.00 
6.00 
8.00 

1.75 
2.00 
4.00 
5.00 

10.00 
8.00 
9.00 

1.50 
2.00 
3.00 
5.00 

1.95 
2.25 
4.50 
8.00 

10.75 

4.50 

14.50 
17.85 
29.85 



STEINHEIL FEATHERWEIGHT BINOCULARS 

There's a place among every discriminating Exakta owner's equipment for a pair of matchless Steinheil . 
Featherweight Binoculars, products of C. A. Steinheil Optishe Werke, Munich, Germany. Every 
photographer, at some time during his photographing career, has experienced the desire to inspect 
closely the details of a scene to be photographed, only to discover that distance prevented it. This 
is especially true of telephotographers. A handy pair of. Steinheil Featherweights provides the ideal 
solution to such problems and, in addition, will serve a lifetime of pleasurable use when travelling, 
at sports events and on vacatio.ns . 

Steinheil Featherweight Binoculars rank among the World's finest, genuine prism instruments. They 
reflect fine workmanship, exacting quality, sound optical calculations, and precision in every detail. 
Over one hundred years of optical experience goes into the manufacture of every pair of Steinheil 
Binoculars . 

6 x 30 STEINHEIL PRISM BINOCULARS. Outstanding general purpose glass. Excellent for viewing 
fast action - sports, hunting, or racing. Entire optical system is coated to provide better image 
with superb shadow detail. Objects 60 feet away appear to be only 10 feet away. Central focusing. 
Complete with saddle stitched leather case .......................................................................................... $75.00 

8 x 30 STEINHEIL PRISM BINOCULARS. High power glass for long distance viewing. Objects 80 feet 
away appear to be only 10 feet away. Excellent for big game hunters, track enthusiasts and grandstand 
viewers. Central focusing. Complete with saddle stitched leather case ........................................ $90.00 

8 x 40 STEINHEIL PRISM . BINOCULARS. Wonderful high power glass for long distance viewing plus 
a wider angle to take in a greater area. Recommended for bird watchers, mountain climbers, and 
cub flyers. Special prisms transmit extra light for viewing on moonlit nights, at dawn and dusk. 
Objects 80 feet appear to be only 10 feet away. Central focusing. Complete with handsome 
saddle stitched .............................................................................................................................. $99.00 

BINOCULARS. The most powerful and unusually brilliant glasses recommended 
marine, navigation, sea captains, fishermen, pilots, explorers, geologists, 
nighttime use. It will pull in extra light even on misty and foggy days. 

is 127 yards. Central focusing. Complete .with deluxe saddle leather 
.......................................................................................................... ..... $135.00 

GLADLY SHOW THIS EQUIPMENT TO YOU 
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EXAKTA 

MY BELOVED 
by Heinz Muller-Brunke 

"This book particularly addresses itself to 
the friends of the Exakta, those who want to 
try for pictures similar to those taken by 
Muller·Brunke. Of course, there is no getting 
ahead without proper enthusiasm. Miniature 
photography needs special discipline and clean 
precis ion , even though a single-lens reflex 
camera offers so much to facilitate working 
that one can concentrate almost entirely on 
the ' picture itself, without having to think 
about the technical operation of the camera. 
Heinz Muller-Brunke says it is for this reason 
that he has chosen the single-lens reflex cam
era. To him the scene is always the starting 
point of his work, while he is looking for the 
simplest technical way - within the reach of 
everybody." Album size, 128 photographs (8 
in color), $5.00. 
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35MM PHOTOGRAPHY WITH AN EXAKTA 
by Kenneth Allinson, A.R.P.S. (second edition) 

The author being an aufhority on his subject matter, is completely devoted to 
it; he says, " here is the best camera for most purposes, " Landscape, portrait, 
arch itectural , action, medical and scientific photography are discussed specifi
cally and an impressive sampling of Exakta photographs made with this versatile 
camera is included. 
71/2 x 10, 126 pp ., 66 photographs .... ... : .. .. , ........... .. ,.,. ........... ........................ $3.00 

• 
EXAKTA GUIDE 

by W: D. Emanuel 

A must publication for Exakta owners, this is a complete and' thorough manual ' 
for operating and knowing your camera. A portfolio of outstanding photographs, 
made with the Exakta, is included. 
5 x 6112, 114 pp ..... ............ .. .... ......... ... .. .. .. .. .... ... ... ........................... " ................ $1.75 
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PUBLICATIONS 

INSECTS CLOSE UP 
by Edward S. Ross 

. 1 

Here is a readable and authoritative description of. many 
interesting American insects and their life patterns plus a 
guide for the' beginning Exakta photographer in this field. 
The illustrations taken with the Exakta in color and black 
and white; are outst~nding, offering intimate close-up views 
of insects in action in their own environment. 
6% x 9, 81 pp., 125 photographs and drawings (8 in color), 

$1.50 

NATURE ·· PHOTOGRAP.HY WITH 

HIGH SPEED FLASH 
by Walter Van Riper. Robert J. Niedrach and Alfred M. Bailey 
Many dramatic examples of high-sReed flash techniqu!) and 
authoritative advice are included in this book - particularly 
on the use of the Exakta, from the authors - Curator of the 
Dept. of Birds, Curator of the Dept. of I,nsects and Spiders 
and Director of the Denver Museum of NaturaL. History 
respectively - all experts on .the subject. A large part of 
the pictures in the book are taken with the Exakta camera. 
6 x 9, 64 pp., 57 photographs .................................. ,~ ...... $.50 

NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY WITH 

MINIATURE CAMERAS 
by Alfred M. Bailey 

The author - explorer, scientist and director . of the Denver 
Museum of Natural History -,Jelates his experiences during 
40 years of field work all over the world and gives tips on 
using' small cameras to photograph wild life. A large part 
of the pictures in the book are taken with the Exakta camera: 
6 x 9, 64 pp., 34 photographs ............................ t ............. $.50 

STEPPING STONES AC",OSS 

THE PACII=IC 
by Alfred M .. Bailey and Robert J. Niedrach 
The . stepping stones are thll fabled Pacific Islands, pathway 
through a tropical paradise that has known both war and 
peace and given inspiration and immortality to artists and 
writ,ers. Now seen through the medium of film, the islands 
gain new perspective iA a words-and-picture story of. their 
bird and animal life, told by the ' Director and .. the Curator 
of the Dept. of Birds, Denver Museum of Natural History, 
and their 16·mm. motion picture cameras and 35·mm. 
Exaktas. A large part of the pictures in the book are taken 
with the Exakta. 
6 x 9, 64 pp., 48 photographs .......................................... $.50 
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Vou are invited to inspect this New 
Exakta Equipment at your nearest 
Exakta Dealer. If you prefer to order 
by mail, use this Order Form 

Please tear at the side, check re
verse side to make certain your 
name and address is correct, and 
mail with your remittance to your 
dealer or to: Exakta Camera Company, 
705 Bronx River Rd. , Bronxville 8, N. V. 

QUANTlTV ITEM 

$, _____ Enclosed in Cash 0 
Check 0 
MoneyOrder 0 

ORDER 

TOTAL OF ORDER 

NAMEL-______________________________ ~---------

ADDRESS 

CITV ______ ZONE ___ STATF"-----___ _ 

If possible, please mention name of your Exakta Dealer 
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